Abstract: A differential intensity modulation refractometer based on single-mode-no-coresingle-mode (SNS) structure cascaded with two fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) is proposed. The SNS structure acts as a band pass fiber (BPF), and the Bragg wavelengths of the two FBGs located at each edge of the BPF. Because the interference spectrum of the SNS is sensitive to refractive index (RI) but FBG is not, the reflective powers of the FBGs are modulated by the surrounding refractive index (SRI) and have contrary changing trends. The reflective intensity difference of the FBGs is used to describe the change of the SRI, which not only increases the RI sensitivity but diminishes the influence of the input light fluctuation as well. In addition, as the SNS and the FBGs have approximate temperature sensitivities, this sensor can accomplish temperature self-compensation. The experiments show that the RI sensitivity of this sensor is about -199.6 dB/RIU in the range of 1.3326-1.3702 and -355.5 dB/RIU in the range of 1.3702-1.4066, which is greater than the traditional SNS-FBG structure. However, its temperature sensitivity is only 0.0148 dB/°C. When the input light varies 7 mW, the shift of the intensity difference is only 0.28 dB, which is much smaller than the intensity shift of the single FBG.
Introduction
Fiber optic refractive index (RI) sensors have potential applications in many fields, such as food processing, bio-chemical monitoring, and pharmaceutical measurements [1] , [2] . The main reported methods for RI measurement focus on corrosive fiber gratings [3] , [4] , surface plasmon resonance sensors [5] , Fabry-Perot interferometers [6] , [7] , Mach-Zehnder interferometers [8] , [9] , Sagnac interferometers [10] , Michelson interferometers [11] , and multimode interferometers (MMIs) [12] - [15] . MMIs based on single-mode-no-core-single-mode (SNS) structure have been paid more and more attentions owing to their ultrahigh sensitivity, compact size, and simple fabrication. Most of the reports about SNS structure adopted wavelength modulation, in which RI measurement could be realized by monitoring the wavelength shifts of the selected dip or peak in the interference spectrum [12] , [15] , [16] , [17] . However, these measurement resolutions are costly and complicated because an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) is utilized to discriminate the wavelength shifts. Compared with the wavelength modulation system, cost-effective power detection system is more suitable for practical application. In order to achieve intensity modulation, a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) is connected with the SNS or single mode-multimode-single mode (SMS) structures [18] - [20] . Assisted by the FBG reflection, RI measurement could be realized by detecting the variation of the reflective optical power at the Bragg wavelength. However, accuracy is limited by the fluctuation of the input light power.
In this paper, a novel differential intensity modulation refractometer based on the SNS-FBG-FBG structure is proposed and experimentally demonstrated. The sensor is composed of a SNS cascaded with two FBGs.The SNS structure acts as a band pass fiber (BPF) and the Bragg wavelengths of the two FBGs, respectively, locate at each edge of the BPF. Owing to the fact that the spectrum of the BPF is sensitive to RI but the FBGs are insensitive to that, the reflective powers of the two FBGs are modulated by the surrounding refractive index (SRI) and have contrary changing trends. Therefore, the reflective intensity difference of the two FBGs can express the SRI and is more sensitive than the reflective intensity of single FBG. Furthermore, the proposed sensing structure can suppress measuring errors caused by the fluctuation of the input light effectively and realize the temperature self-compensation, which are useful to improve the RI measuring accuracy and more suitable for practical application.
Principle and Fabrication
The proposed sensing head is composed of a section of no-core fiber (NCF) spliced between a single mode fiber (SMF) and two cascaded FBGs to form a SNS-FBG-FBG structure, which is shown in the dashed box of Fig. 1 . As the light propagates into the NCF from the input SMF, highorder modes, i.e. L P 0m modes, are excited from the fundamental mode L P 01 because of the core diameter mismatch, and the MMI effect occurs in the NCF. According to the MMI and self-imaging theories, the SNS structure can be regarded as a band pass fiber (BPF), whose peak wavelength is expressed as [20] 
where p is the number of self-imaging period; n NCF and D NCF are the effective RI and diameter of the NCF, respectively; and L N is the length of the NCF. Due to the two FBGs, the light with the Bragg wavelengths are reflected and filtered by the BPF, namely SNS structure, again. Because the surrounding media acts as the cladding of the NCF, the n NCF is easy to be influenced by the SRI, and thus, the transmission spectrum of the SNS structure is sensitive to the SRI. However, the reflective wavelengths of the FBGs are insensitive to the SRI. As a result, the two reflective powers of the FBGs can be respectively modulated by the SRI, due to the transmission spectrum shift of the BPF.
The sensing principle is shown in Fig. 2 . The peak wavelength of the BPF is λ 0 . The Bragg wavelengths of the two FBGs (λ 1 and λ 2 ) are selected in the linear regions of the two edges of the BPF transmission spectrum, respectively, and it is assured that, when the spectrum shifts with the SRI, the Bragg wavelengths should be always in their linear regions. Assuming the expressions of the linear regions are T 1 (λ) and T 2 (λ) in the initial state (as shown in the black line in Fig. 2 ), the reflective powers of the FBGs (I 1 and I 2 ) can be written as
where S(λ) is the power spectral density (PSD) function of light source, λ is the wavelength shift of the BPF spectrum as the SRI increases, and δ(λ − λ 1 ) and δ(λ − λ 2 ) are the reflective spectra functions of the FBGs which can be described as impulse functions because the bandwidths of the FBGs are far smaller than that of the BPF. According to (1) and (2), it is obvious that the reflective powers of the two FBGs are related to the SRI and they have opposite changing trends. Therefore, the intensity difference (I 1 − I 2 ) is more sensitive to the SRI than the any single reflective intensity of the FBGs. Furthermore, because the change of the input light of the sensing head can affect the I 1 and I 2 with the same trend, using the difference of the I 1 and I 2 to measure the SRI can reduce errors caused by the fluctuation of the input light. In addition, according to earlier literature reported, when the temperature increases, the spectra of the SNS and the FBGs will have red-shift with the similar temperature sensitivities [15] , [21] . Therefore, the sensing head can realize temperature self-compensation. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 , which consists of a broadband light source (BBS, ZLS-1545-010-1-2-D, Zewda), a circulator, an OSA (AQ6370B, Yokogawa, Wavelength resolution: 0.02 nm) and our sensing head. The SNS and two FBGs are parallelly adhered on a tempered glass by ultraviolet (UV) glue, which has the similar thermal expansion coefficient with the NCF and the FBGs, and then, the tempered glass is fixed on a commercial thermometer (HTC-2, measuring error: 0.1°C).
In our experiments, the proposed sensing head is fabricated by a commercial fusion splicer (Fujikura, FSM-60s). The fourth self-image (p = 4) is selected for sake of minimum insertion loss and the diameter of the NCF is chosen as 80 μm for wider linear regions and compact structure [22] . The fiber parameters are as following: the core/cladding diameters and the core/cladding RI of the SMF (SMF-28, Corning Inc.) used are 8.2/125 μm and 1.4682/1.4628, respectively; the refractive index of the NCF (NCF80, Prime Optical Fiber Co.) is 1.44. Through a great deal of attempts, we find that, when the length of NCF is about 24 mm, the spectrum of the BPF has better linear edges and the peak wavelength is near the center of the band of the BBS, which is shown in the inset of the Fig. 3 . It can be seen that the peak wavelength of the SNS is about 1543.3 nm (SRI = 1.0) which is consistent with the calculated value of the (1). The preliminary experiment shows that the peak wavelength of the BPF with above parameters has a red-shift of 36.9 nm as the SRI changes from 1.0 to 1.4066. Based on the theories above, the Bragg wavelengths of FBGs are chosen as about 1535 nm and 1585 nm, respectively.
The transmission spectra of the sensing head we made and its peak wavelengths with different SRIs are shown in Fig. 3 . As the SRI changes from 1.0 to 1.4066, the peak shifts to longer wavelength and the reflected wavelengths of the two FBGs remain unchanged, which are consistent with the above theoretical analysis. Furthermore, the RI response of the peak wavelength approximates a second-order polynomial fitting, which is in accord with the [10] , [14] , [20] . In order to simplify the calculation, it also can be regarded as the segment linear fitting as shown in Fig. 3. 
Experiment Results and Discussions
For the RI response experiment, a series of glycerol solutions with different RIs were obtained by mixing glycerol and quantitative deionized water and measured by a commercial Abbe refractometer (2WAJ, measuring error: ±0.0002). The temperature of the sensing head was kept at 24°C by adjusting the heating platform. In the RI measurement, the sensing head was respectively immersed in the glycerol solutions with different RIs (1.3326-1.4066) and the corresponding reflective spectrum was monitored by the OSA. The sensing head should be repeatedly cleaned by deionized water and dried in air after each RI measurement. The reflective spectra of the FBG 1 and FBG 2 are shown in Fig. 4 . As the SRI increases, the power of the FBG 1 decreases with the RI sensitivities of about -84.7 dB/RIU in the range of 1.3326-1.3702 and -130.5 dB/RIU in the range of 1.3702-1.4066, while the power of the FBG 2 increases with the sensitivities of about 114.9 dB/RIU in the range of 1.3326-1.3702 and 225 dB/RIU in the range of 1.3702-1.4066. Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the SRI and the reflective intensity difference of the two FBGs. It shows that the RI sensitivities of the intensity difference are about -199.6 dB/RIU in the range of 1.3326-1.3702 and -355.5 dB/RIU in the range of 1.3702-1.4066, respectively, which is much higher than that of a single FBG and also higher than that reported by the [18] - [20] based on SNS-FBG or SMS-FBG structures.
When the SRI and temperature of the sensing head remained unchanged, the driven current of the BBS was adjusted from 140 mA to 210 mA, while the corresponding output power of the BBS varies from 3 mW to 10 mW. As shown in Fig. 6 , the reflected powers of FBG 1 and FBG 2 shift up to 3.51 dB and 3.38 dB, respectively, but the shift of their power difference is only 0.28 dB. It is obvious that the RI measurement based on the power difference of the two FBGs can effectively reduce the disturbance caused by the fluctuation of the input light, which is important for the application of the intensity modulated fiber optic sensor. In order to characterize the temperature response, the sensing head was placed on the heating platform in air (SRI = 1.0) to avoid the influence of the RI variations. The surrounding temperature increases from 24°C to 100°C with the step of 10°C. The transmission spectra of the sensing head with different temperatures are shown in Fig. 7 . The peak wavelength of the BPF shifts to longer wavelength with the temperature sensitivity of 9.97 pm/°C, which can be expressed as [17] , [23] 
where α N and ξ N are the coefficient of thermal expansion and thermo-optic coefficient of NCF, respectively. Because α N and ξ N are positive, the peak wavelength of the BPF has a red shift as the temperature increases [17] . Accordingly, the reflective spectra of FBG 1 and FBG 2 with different temperatures are shown in Fig. 8 . It can be seen that each FBG wavelength also has a redshift as the temperature increases and that their temperature sensitivities are 10.69 pm/ • C and 11.03 pm/
• C, respectively, which are similar to that of the SNS, owing to the fact that they are all composed of silica material. Because the Bragg wavelength of the FBG and peak wavelength of the SNS have similar temperature sensitivities, it makes the reflective power shifts of the FBGs are not obvious when the temperature changes (only 0.006 dB/
• C and -0.0086 dB/°C, respectively). The temperature sensitivity of the power difference of the two FBGs is only 0.0148 dB/°C, which is shown in Fig. 9 . As a result, the RI measurement errors caused by temperature change are about 7.41 × 10 −5 RIU/ • C in the range of 1.3326-1.3702 and 4.16 × 10 −5 RIU/ • C in the range of 1.3702-1.4066, respectively, which indicates that the surrounding temperature has no significant impact on the RI measurement for our proposed sensing head. Furthermore, the RI of the given concentration solution will vary as the temperature changes. Therefore, when the sensor dips into a given solution, the shift of the power difference of the two FBGs induced by the temperature is the sum of the direct contribution of the temperature and the indirect contribution of the induced change of the RI of the solution, which can be expressed as
where P is the variation of the power difference, K n is the RI sensitivity of this sensor, R nT is the dependency of the RI of liquid on temperature, and K T is the pure temperature sensitivity which can represent the true temperature sensitivity of the sensor [24] , [25] . In order to characterize the temperature sensitivity when the sensor is placed into the solution, the sensor was placed into the distilled water and the power differences with different temperatures were recorded. In terms of the experiment result, the variation rate of the power differences is 0.04827 dB/°C. The RI of the distilled water at 24°C and 60°C are 1.33261 and 1.32725, respectively, and therefore, the R nT of the distilled water is about −1.488 × 10 −4 RIU/ • C. According to the (4), the K T is only 0.0186 dB/°C, which is similar to the temperature sensitivity 0.0148 dB/°C measured in air. It shows that the influence of temperature can be neglect in the real measurement of liquid RI. Moreover, the RI and temperature can be measured simultaneously by monitoring the reflective wavelengths and powers of the FBGs.
Conclusion
A novel differential intensity-modulated refractometer based on SNS-FBG-FBG structure has been proposed and demonstrated. The NCF with the length of 24 mm and the diameter of 80 μm is selected for a wide and appropriate modulation range. The chosen Bragg wavelengths of FBGs are 1535 nm and 1585 nm respectively, which are respectively in the linear regions of the two edges of the SNS transmission spectrum to achieve differential intensity modulation. The experimental results show that the RI sensitivity of this sensor is about −199.6 dB/RIU in the range of 1.3326-1.3702 and -355.5 dB/RIU in the range of 1.3702-1.4066, which is much higher than that of the reflective power of the single FBG. Moreover, the temperature sensitivity of the sensor is only about 0.0148 dB/°C and the RI measurement errors caused by temperature change are only 7.41 × 10 −5 RIU/ • C in the range of 1.3326-1.3702 and 4.16 × 10 −5 RIU/ • C in the range of 1.3702-1.4066, respectively. Compared with the traditional intensity-modulated SNS-FBG structure, this sensor has higher RI sensitivity and can effectively diminish the influence of the input light fluctuation, which makes it more suitable for the actual demand of the RI measurement.
